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Abstract
A fair non-repudiation protocol should not give the
sender of a message an advantage over the receiver, or
vice versa. We will present a fair non-repudiation protocol that requires a Trusted Third Party but attempts
to minimize its involvement in the execution of the protocol. We will draw particular attention to the nonstandard use of encryption in our protocol and discuss
some aspects of its formal veri cation.

1. Introduction
Accountability is an important aspect of information
security. In a distributed communication environment,
we may therefore want to prevent entities from denying
that they have sent or received certain messages. The
goal of a non-repudiation service is to collect, maintain, make available, and validate irrefutable evidence
regarding the transfer of a message from the originator to the recipient, possibly involving the service of
a trusted third party called the Delivery Agent. We
distinguish between the following non-repudiation services [8].


Non-repudiation of origin (NRO) is intended to



Non-repudiation of receipt (NRR) is intended to



protect against the originator's false denial of having sent the message.

protect against a recipient's false denial of having
received the message.
Non-repudiation of submission (NRS) is intended
to protect against the originator's false denial of
having submitted the message to the Delivery
Agent.



Non-repudiation of delivery (NRD) is facilitated
by evidence that the message was forwarded by
the Delivery Agent.

A non-repudiation service may be provided through
the use of mechanisms such as signatures, encipherment, notarization, and data integrity mechanisms,
with support from other security and system services.
It is composed of four distinct phases: evidence generation, evidence transfer and storage, evidence veri cation, and disputes resolution [6]. Evidence could be created by a trusted third party using its secret key to generate secure envelopes, or by a non-repudiation initiator using its private key to generate digital signatures
which are associated with their public key certi cate.
Depending on the context of a non-repudiation service,
evidence will typically include the identities of parties
involved, the content of transferred message, and the
time and date. Evidence establishes the accountability
of entities participating in a particular event or action.
Evidence generation, transfer and veri cation will be
speci ed by non-repudiation protocols. A fair nonrepudiation protocol should not give the sender of a
message an advantage over the receiver, or vice versa.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
introduces the basic notation. Section 3 examines the
implications of unreliable communication channels and
`unfair' participants on the design of non-repudiation
protocols. We propose a protocol for non-repudiation
of origin and receipt in Section 4, which puts the originator and the recipient in an equal position. The protocol requires a trusted third party but does not depend
on the reliability of a communication channel or on the
communicating parties playing fair. In Section 5, we
will analyse some aspects of this protocol, show that
encryption is used in a non-standard fashion, and discuss the implications this may have on the formal proof
of such a protocol.

2. Basic Notation
In this paper, we employ the following notation to
represent messages of a protocol.








X; Y : concatenation of two messages X and Y .
H (X ): a one-way hash function of message X .
eK (X ) and dK (X ): encryption and decryption of
message X with key K .
sK (X ): digital signature of message X with the
private key K .
PA ; SA: the public and private key of principal A.
A ! B : X : principal A sends message X to
principal B .
A $ B : X : principal A fetches message X from
principal B using \ftp get" operation [10].

3. Background
The origin of a message will usually be veri ed by
a digital signature appended by the sender. To obtain
a proof of receipt, the sender requires the recipient to
reply with some sort of acknowledgement. There are
two possible reasons for such an acknowledgment not
to arrive:




The communication channel is unreliable. The
message may have been sent but sending a message does not imply delivery of the message.
A communicating party does not play fair. A communicating party plays fair if it follows the rules
of the protocol and does not abandon execution
intentionally.

In the following, we examine how these problems a ect
the design of non-repudiation protocols. Assume that
principal A wishes to send message M to principal B
and get the corresponding receipt. TTP is an on-line
trusted third party. SA , SB and ST are private signature keys held by A, B , and TTP respectively. Messages will include ags indicating the intended purpose
of a (signed) message.
Case 1: The communication channel is completely
reliable, and the communicating parties play fair. In
this idealized situation, the protocol is very simple.
1: A ! B : fNRO ; B; M; sSA (fNRO ; B; M )
2: B ! A : fNRR ; A; sSB (fNRR ; A; M )

The signatures of the sender and recipient serve as
proof of origin and proof of receipt respectively.
Case 2: The communication channel is completely
reliable, but the communicating parties do not necessarily play fair. The above protocol leaves B in an
advantageous situation. If A sends a message to B , B
simply can refuse to send an acknowledgment. This
problem could be addressed by invoking the services of
a trusted third party.

1: A ! TTP : fNRO ; TTP; B; M;
sSA (fNRO ; TTP; B; M )
2: TTP ! B : fNRS ; A; B; M; sST (fNRS ; A; B; M )
3: TTP ! A : fNRD ; A; B; sST (fNRD ; A; B; M )
The trusted third party is a Delivery Agent, whose signatures serve as proof of submission, rather than proof
of origin, and proof of delivery, rather than proof of
receipt. We will mention alternatives to the use of a
trusted third party in the next section.
Case 3: The communication channel is not reliable,
but the communicating parties play fair. In this case,
we make the further assumption that the communication channel is not permanently broken. Therefore,
each message can be sent repeatedly until an acknowledgement has been received. A possible communication protocol is as follows.

1: A ! B : fNRO ; B; M; sSA (fNRO ; B; M )
2: B ! A : fNRR ; A; sSB (fNRR ; A; M )
3: A ! B : fACK ; B; sSA (fACK ; B; M )
We assume that B keeps repeating step 2 until it receives A's acknowledgement.
Case 4: The communication channel is not reliable,
and the communicating parties do not necessarily play
fair. In both previous protocols, the recipient still holds
the advantage. In the protocol suggested for Case 2, B
could deny having received the TTP 's message while
in the protocol of Case 3, B need not provide a proof of
receipt. To prevent B from acknowledging only convenient messages, the protocol could start with a `promise
of exchange', which does not reveal the contents of the
message, and send the message in a later step. For
example, the promise could include the message encrypted under a key K that is sent later.

1: A ! B :
2: B ! A :
3: A ! B :
4: B ! A :

fPOE ; B; eK (M ); sSA (fPOE ; B; eK (M ))
fACP ; A; sSB (fACP ; A; eK (M ))
fNRO ; B; K; sSA (fNRO ; B; K )
fNRR ; A; sSB (fNRR ; A; K )

computing power, an often unrealistic and undesirable
assumption [1]. We will suggest a solution based on a
trusted third party, and try to minimize its involvement
in the protocol run.
4.1. The Protocol

The main idea of our protocol is to split the de nition of the message into two parts, a commitment C
and a key K . The commitment is exchanged between
A and B and then the key is lodged with a trusted third
party TTP . Both A and B have to retrieve the conrmed key from TTP as part of the non-repudiation
evidence required in a dispute (see Figure 1). We assume that even in case of network failures, both parties
will eventually be able to retrieve the key from TTP .
The notation in the protocol description is as follows.
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4. A Fair Non-repudiation Protocol
In the initial de nition of non-repudiation, we were
only concerned with the evidence produced by a complete protocol run. We will now move the goal posts
and put additional requirements on incomplete protocol runs.
De nition. A non-repudiation protocol is
fair if it provides the originator and the recipient with valid irrefutable evidence after completion of the protocol, without giving a party
an advantage over the other at any stage of
the protocol run.
The diculty we face is the `simultaneous' exchange of
a message and its receipt between two principals who
potentially do not trust each other. The originator
would like to get a con rmation from the intended recipient certifying that the message has been received.
On the other hand, the recipient would like to have
the message when it issues the corresponding receipt.
Generally speaking, there are two kinds of solutions to
this problem. One uses simultaneous secret exchange
[2, 3, 4, 5, 9], the other uses trusted third parties. The
rst solution interleaves sending the message and the
receipt so that the recipient has only a negligible advantage. This approach seems to be too cumbersome
for actual implementation. Moreover, fairness is based
on the assumption of equal computational complexity,
which makes sense only if the two parties have equal

4.

Unfortunately, this does not solve the problem. B
could still refuse to send the last message, leaving A
without a proof of receipt. If we omit the last step,
A will hold the advantage as it is not forced to release
the key K to B . Some ISO drafts [7], which have since
been superseded, did include variations of this protocol and had to declare protocol steps mandatory and
to rely on arguments like the following consecutiveness
property to justify why such protocols would meet their
purpose.
If B obtains NRO after a preliminary
promise, then B must send NRR back to A.
Otherwise, B is proved to be wrong by the
adjudicator.
It is not clear how the adjudicator can establish that
B did obtain NRO other than by accepting A's word
that NRO was sent and assuming that the network
will deliver the message. Relying on properties external to the protocol is unsatisfactory from a theoretical
viewpoint and dangerous from a practical viewpoint.

A

B
1. f NRO , B, L, C, NRO

2. f NRR , A, L, NRR

Figure 1. A Fair Non-repudiation Protocol










A: originator of the non-repudiation exchange.
B : recipient of the non-repudiation exchange.
TTP : on-line trusted third party providing network services accessible to the public.
M : message sent from A to B .
C : commitment (ciphertext) for message M , e.g.
M encrypted under a key K .
K : message key de ned by A.
NRO = sSA (fNRO ; B; L; C ): Non-repudiation of
Origin for M .
NRR = sSB (fNRR ; A; L; C ): Non-repudiation of
Receipt of M .




sub K = sSA (fSUB ; B; L; K ): proof of submission
of K .
con K = sST (fCON ; A; B; L; K ): con rmation of
K issued by TTP .

We assume that A, B , and TTP are each equipped with
their own private signature key and the relevant public
veri cation keys. A unique label L links all messages of
a particular protocol run together. Flags indicate the
intended purpose of a (signed) message. The protocol
is described as follows.
1: A ! B :
fNRO ; B; L; C; NRO
2: B ! A :
fNRR ; A; L; NRR
3: A ! TTP : fSUB ; B; L; K; sub K
4: B $ TTP : fCON ; A; B; L; K; con K
5: A $ TTP : fCON ; A; B; L; K; con K
The identi ers of originator and recipient are included
in the signed messages to protect them from being illegally used. Step 4 and Step 5 are \ftp get" operations
[10] by B and A respectively. The message M is obtained by deciphering C under key K .
We examine the situation of sender and receiver after each step of the protocol.
(1) A ! B : If A has sent NRO and C to B , but they
fail to reach B , the protocol ends without disputes.
(2) B ! A: After receiving NRO and C from A, B
can decide whether or not to acknowledge them.
If B does not send NRR to A, the protocol ends
without disputes. There is no e ect on A because
B does not know the meaning of C without K . In
order to get K and con K from TTP to decipher
C and win a possible dispute over the origin of M
later, B has to send this message to A. If it fails
to reach A, the protocol ends without disputes.
After receiving NRR from B , A should compare its label with NRO's label and end the protocol if they do not match. Otherwise, A may lose
a possible dispute over the receipt of M later.
(3) A ! TTP : If A does not send sub K and K to
TTP , the protocol ends without disputes. In order
to get con K from TTP to win a possible dispute
over the receipt of M later, A has to send this
message to TTP . If A sends sub K with a wrong
label L, neither A nor B can win a dispute later
as no one can match con K with NRO (NRR).
B can obtain K , and thereby the message M ,
before K is lodged with TTP . We assume that B
is not in a position to block sub K permanently

and thus prevent A from obtaining a proof of receipt.
After receiving sub K and K from A,
TTP will generate con K and store the tuple
(A; B; L; K; con K ) in a directory which is accessible (read only) to the public. The rst component, identifying the key supplier, corresponds to
the entity associated with the public veri cation
key PA . The link between A and B; L; K is authenticated by A's signature. The key supplier
will be regarded as the originator of this protocol
run. Intruders cannot mount a denial-of-service
attack by sending bogus keys to TTP as this will
not generate entries for A in the directory. A new
key K for A, B , L will not be accepted by TTP .
0

(4) B $ TTP : B fetches con K and K from TTP
and computes M = dK (C ). We assume that the
communication channel is eventually available. B
can therefore always retrieve con K and K . B
will lose the dispute over the receipt of M even
if it does not fetch K after it becomes publicly
available. To win a dispute over message M , B
has to present NRO and con K , which are linked
by a common label L, and M and K to the judge.
(5) A $ TTP : The order of Step 4 and Step 5 is not
important. After TTP has stored con K in its
directory, A can fetch it and save it as a proof. To
win a dispute over message M , A has to present
NRR and con K , which are linked by a common
label L, and M and K to the judge.
In this protocol, the trusted third party does not act
as a Delivery Agent but as Certi cation Agency for
message keys. This has two advantages. The trusted
third party only deals with keys, which in general will
be shorter than the full messages. Secondly, the onus is
now on the originator and receiver to retrieve the key,
while a Delivery Agent would have to keep resending
messages until the receiver acknowledges the message.
4.2. Dispute Resolution

Disputes can arise over the origin and receipt of a
message M . In the rst case, B claims to have received
M from A while A denies having sent M to B . In
the second case, A claims having sent M to B while
B denies having received M . These disputes can be
resolved by a judge who evaluates the evidence held
by the participants and determines whether receipt or
origin are as claimed.

Repudiation of Origin

5.1. Commitment

If B claims that it received M from A, the judge
will require B to provide M , C , K , L, and the nonrepudiation evidence NRO and con K . If B cannot
provide this evidence or one of the following checks
fails, B 's claim will be judged invalid.

In the protocol, a message M is de ned by a commitment C and a key K . On its own, the commitment
need not restrict the content of the message in any
way. For example, if encryption and decryption are
bitwise XOR, then all messages are still equally possible after both parties have committed themselves to C .
Rather than referring to C as the encrypted message,
we should treat C as the input to a communication
channel de ned by K . The cryptographic key is used
only for de ning this channel, not for any other purpose
and in particular not for con dentiality.



The judge checks that con K is TTP 's signature
on (fCON ; A; B; L; K ).



The judge checks that NRO is A's signature on
(fNRO ; B; L; C ).



The judge checks M = dK (C ).

If the rst check is positive, the judge will assume that
the entry in the TTP 's directory was made because A
had submitted the key K for use with the message with
label L. Here, the judge trusts the TTP to generate
valid evidence. If the second check is positive, the judge
will assume that A had sent C as its commitment for
the message with label L. If the nal check is positive,
the judge will uphold B 's claim.
Repudiation of Receipt

If A claims that B had received M , the judge will
require A to provide M , C , K , L, and the nonrepudiation evidence NRR and con K . If A cannot
provide this evidence or one of the following checks
fails, A's claim will be judged invalid.


The judge checks that con K is TTP 's signature
on (fCON ; A; B; L; K ).



The judge checks that NRR is B 's signature on
(fNRR ; A; L; C ).



The judge checks M = dK (C ).

Of course, for all practical purposes we will want
the key to be much shorter than the message and we
will indeed compute C = eK (M ). However, this is an
aspect of implementation rather than a feature of the
protocol.
5.2. Labels

Labels have to be unique to create the link between
commitment and key. We require the TTP to check
that the keys provided to it do not overwrite existing
entries in the public directory.
If we choose labels which are independent of the
messages, then the message M may not be de ned until Step 3 of our protocol. (This will also depend on
the decryption algorithm employed.) If the label is a
function of the message, e.g. L = H (M ) where H is
a collision-free one-way hash function, then the message is already de ned in Step 1. This is especially
suitable for the situation where B hopes to get A's full
commitment to M before B responds to it. In this
case, the judge could also employ a di erent veri cation strategy, replacing the reference to the common label in NRO (NRR) and con K by a consistency check
L = H (dK (C )).

The rst check is as above. Furthermore, the judge will
assume that B is able to retrieve the key K from TTP .
If the second check is positive, the judge will assume
that B had received C and is committed to retrieving
the K from TTP . If the nal check is positive, the
judge will uphold A's claim.

However, a label H (M ) may leak information about
M when M belongs to a small message space. This
may give B a chance to decide when to continue with
a protocol run, violating our fairness condition. To
avoid this situation, a label H (M; K ) could be used
instead.

5. Further Discussions

5.3. Time Limit

We will now examine some aspects of our protocol
in more detail.

In practice, we will not want TTP to store message
keys forever. We could set a deadline T to limit the
time con K and K can be accessed by the public. The

deadline is chosen by the originator A but refers to
TTP 's clock. The deadline is included in NRO, NRR,
sub K , and con K . We may include an optional time
stamp T0 in con K to indicate when the con rmed key
has actually been made available to the public. The
protocol is extended as follows.
NRO = sSA (fNRO ; B; L; T; C )
NRR = sSB (fNRR ; A; L; T; C )
sub K = sSA (fSUB ; B; L; T; K )
con K = sST (fCON ; A; B; L; T; T0; K )
1: A ! B :
fNRO ; B; L; T; C; NRO
2: B ! A :
fNRR ; A; L; NRR
3: A ! TTP : fSUB ; B; L; T; K; sub K
4: B $ TTP : fCON ; A; B; L; T0; K; con K
5: A $ TTP : fCON ; A; B; L; T0; K; con K
If the recipient B does not agree with the deadline T ,
it can end the protocol at Step 2. If sub K and K
reach TTP later than the deadline T , TTP will not
store K in the public directory and the protocol ends
without disputes. If there are any discrepancies in the
time stamps in non-repudiation evidence, a claim will
not succeed.
5.4. Formal Analysis

Non-repudiation of origin and non-repudiation of receipt can easily be expressed in the notation of the SVO
logic [11] as beliefs held by a judge, J , after examining
the evidence provided.
(1) Non-repudiation of origin:
J believes (A said M )
(2) Non-repudiation of receipt:
J believes (B sees M )
A formal proof of our protocol would rely mainly on
existing axioms referring to digital signatures. However, there are two speci c issues which also have to be
resolved.
 The role of the trusted third party: the protocol
assumes that TTP only puts valid entries in its
directory and that these entries are available to all
participants. We could either create a new set of
rather protocol speci c axioms or, preferably, deal
with this issue as part of the idealization step.
 Message keys: these keys de ne communication
channels and are rather associated with messages
than with principals. We suggest the notation
K
! X to indicate that K de nes a channel for message X . Axioms that allow to derive beliefs about
message keys may have to refer to labels and thus
require an extension of the logic.

6. Conclusion
Fair non-repudiation protocols can be constructed
in two ways, by simultaneous secret exchange, or by
invoking the services of a trusted third party. We follow
the second approach and suggest a protocol which has
the following properties.


The protocol does not depend on the reliability of
a communication channel or on the communicating parties playing fair.



At no point of the protocol run does either participant have an advantage.



The involvement by the trusted third party is signi cantly reduced.

We have observed that this protocol uses cryptographic
keys to de ne a communication channel and that the
choice of labels in uences the protocol semantics. A
worthwhile formal veri cation of the protocol within
the framework of a logic of beliefs requires general axioms for reasoning about message keys, an interesting
open problem for future research.
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